It has been claimed that instrumental dilation of the uterine cervix was an established practice in antiquity, initiated by Hippocrates'< and, more surprisingly, continued by the philosopher Plato", But is it true? For Hippocrates, the evidence lies almost entirely in a passage in a single work, 'On Women's Diseases', and no expert commentator seems to believe that this is a genuine work of the historic Hippocrates, who flourished at the end of the fifth century BC, but rather of some successor of his 4 ,5. Not being regarded as genuine, the work has never been translated into English.
But the passage is persuasive enough; the indication was 'chronic lateral obliquity of the uterus', obstructing menstruation. A series of six dilators are described, of smooth pinewood, each six fingerbreadths in length, the largest being of the diameter of the index finger. They were to be introduced to a depth of four fingerbreadths, one after another, till finally a hollow lead probe filled with mutton fat could be substituted. If this caused a burning feeling, it was to be removed, dipped in cold water, and replaced. A pinewood dilator was to be left in place by day, and a lead probe by night", It seems clear that the author is writing about dilating the cervix, and could distinguish it from the vaginal introitus. There is a single, much briefer, reference to similar dilation, in another pseudo-Hippocratic treatise, possibly written by the same hand",
The belief that such dilation was a regular practice in antiquity may be traced back to 1901: 'Gynaecology was enhanced by the use of leaden, tin and wooden sounds and dilators. These were used in stretching the os and correcting displacements". Then Ricci statesthat 'Hippocrates frequently mentioned ... special graduated sets of dilators.' In fact they are mentioned just once. And, more important, instrumental dilation subsequently fails to secure mention in numerous contexts where it might have been expected to appear.
First, in the work of Celsus, who probably wrote about AD 30. He is DO great gynaecologist, but does describe the uterine cervix, very briefly. Anything amiss there he treated by medicine by mouth, or by fumigation, or by 'cleaning the womb with rushes or a salve'S; no dilation here, even though Ricci? implies that Celsus too used hollow lead probes. To induce menstruation, Celsus advises vaginal pessaries to 'mollify the womb', and certainly makes no mention of dilation.
Soranus, flourishing about AD 100, was for long afterwards a very celebrated gynaecologist. He recommended treating amenorrhoea by smearing medicaments onto the cervix (and also by swinging the patient in a hammockl'", and would insert a soft piece of wool into it for uterine haemorrhage, but does not mention dilation. To make up for portions of his work that have been subsequently lost, and to scan the rest of antiquity for references, two other comprehensive authorities can be consulted. The first had access to more medical literature than now survives; he was Paulus Aegineta, the last of the Byzantine medical writers, who set out the whole of the then current medical lore at the close of antiquity, and provided the Arabs with their main access to Greek medical tradition. He never describes instrumental dilation of the uterine cervix, not even for such plausible indications as 'inflation of the uterus', sterility, and 'hysterical convulsions'; the most active intervention he mentions there is extraction of thrombus by a midwife's finger!'. The second is Francis Adams of Banchory in Aberdeenshire, 19th century translator of numerous Greek medical authors of antiquity. In his enormously learned commentary on Paulus Aegineta's works, he makes no reference to instrumental dilation of the cervix.
Whatever one of Hippocrates's successors ventured to do in this line seems to have created more a 20th century myth than a regular practice of antiquity. In his book on gynaecological instruments of the past", Ricci describes nothing found at Pompeii or elsewhere like these Hippocratic dilators, but this means little, wood being perishable. What about Plato, the philosopher? He is one of the least probable exponents of instrumental dilation. He would sometimes have encountered intractable difficulty in taking aim, being among the first theorists about the nature of hysteria: he believed that the womb 'if it be left unfruitful beyond the due season, is vexed and aggrieved, and wandering throughout the body and blocking the channels of the breath ... causes all manner of disorders'P.
And who first took up instrumental dilation in modern times? A likely candidate is John Mackintosh of Edinburgh, who was certainly doing it for dysmenorrhoea in 1826, and claiming originality':', However, he also did it for amenorrhoea, and for that claimed no originality. Perhaps he had predecessors.
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